Plan

Internal Wall Junction

Head screws at 300mm centres vertically.

Fix to panel face with 12g x 35mm hexagonal to serve as a keeper for incoming panel.

To alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Counter sink and push panel faces to both faces of panel.

8g x 30mm bugle-head screws at 90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Open ended panel.

Channel fixed to inside of panel.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure.

Rigid panel.

Tape and push internal corners.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Open ended panel.

Head screws at 300mm centres vertically.

Fix to panel face with 12g x 35mm hexagonal to serve as a keeper for incoming panel.

To alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Rigid panel.

Channel fixed to inside of panel.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure.

Open ended panel.

Counter sink and push panel faces to both faces of panel.

8g x 30mm bugle-head screws at 90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Open ended panel.

Head screws at 300mm centres vertically.

Fix to panel face with 12g x 35mm hexagonal to serve as a keeper for incoming panel.

To alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Rigid panel.

Channel fixed to inside of panel.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure.

Open ended panel.

Counter sink and push panel faces to both faces of panel.

8g x 30mm bugle-head screws at 90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Open ended panel.

Head screws at 300mm centres vertically.

Fix to panel face with 12g x 35mm hexagonal to serve as a keeper for incoming panel.

To alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

90x35x155mm or alternate galvanised steel closure channel.

Rigid panel.

Channel fixed to inside of panel.